Defective particles in alphavirus infections.
This article summarizes our studies with defective-interfering particles of Sindbis virus obtained by high multiplicity passaging of the virus in BHK cells. Cells infected with these defective passages accumulate a species of RNA (20S) at the expense of 26S RNA--the mRNA coding for the viral structural proteins. Although the structure of the RNA in defective particles remains undefined, our studies of replicative forms and replicative intermediates suggest that it is larger than the intracellular 20S RNA. The defective particles are unable to synthesize detectable amounts of viral structural proteins when they infect a cell in the absence of standard virus and they do not contribute to the stimulation of intracellular viral RNA synthesis. We have proposed a model for the mechanism of interference by these defective particles in which standard and defective RNAs compete for a limited amount of viral-specific replicase.